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Description
This release note covers software versions for the AOS-CX 10.04 branch of the software.

NOTE: If you run the show version command on the switch, the version number will display
ML.10.04.xxxx, where xxxx is the minor version number.

AOS-CX is a new, modern, fully programmable operating system built using a database-centric design that
ensures higher availability and dynamic software process changes for reduced downtime. In addition to
robust hardware reliability, the AOS-CX operating system includes additional software elements not
available with traditional systems, including the features included in the Features section of this release
note.

Version 10.04.1000 is the initial build of major version 10.04 software.

Product series supported by this software:

Aruba 6200 Switch Series

Important information
IMPORTANT: Aruba switches covered by this release note use eMMC or SSD storage. This is
non-volatile memory for persistent storage of config, files, databases, scripts, and so forth.
Aruba recommends updating to version 10.04.3031 or later to implement significant
improvements to memory usage and prolong the life of the switch.

To avoid damage to your equipment, do not interrupt power to the switch during a software update.

WARNING: If the switch has the always-on PoE feature enabled, during the upgrade to this
version of software, PoE Powered Devices (PDs) will lose power from the switch as the switch
will power cycle during the update. Plan a time for upgrading the switch when loss of power to
the PDs attached to the switch can be mitigated.

NOTE: AOS-CX 10.04 is enabled for future support of Aruba Central. The switch will
automatically attempt to connect to an Aruba Central and log a connection failed error until the
future version of Central supports AOS-CX. To have the switch stop trying to connect to Central,
use the following commands:

switch(config)# aruba-central
switch(config-aruba-central)# disable
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IMPORTANT: To restore a previous configuration when downgrading to a previous version of
software, follow these steps:

1. Use the show checkpoint list all command to see the saved checkpoints and ensure
that you have a checkpoint that is an exact match of the target software version (see the
Image Version column in the output of the command, for example, ML.10.04.3000).

This checkpoint can be the startup-config-backup automatically created during the initial
upgrade or any other manually created checkpoint for the target software version.

2. Copy the backup checkpoint into the startup-config.

3. Boot the switch to the target version (lower version), making sure to select no when
prompted to save the current configuration.

License written offer
This product includes code licensed under the GNU General Public License, the GNU Lesser General Public
License, and/or certain other open-source licenses. A complete machine-readable copy of the source code
corresponding to such code is available upon request. This offer is valid to anyone in receipt of this
information and shall expire three years following the date of the final distribution of this product version by
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company. To obtain such source code, send a check or money order in the
amount of US $10.00 to:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company
Attn: General Counsel
6280 America Center Drive
San Jose, CA 95002
U.S.A.
Please specify the product and version for which you are requesting source code. You may also request a
copy of this source code free of charge at: https://hpe.com/software/opensource

Version history
All released versions are fully supported by Hewlett Packard Enterprise, unless noted in the table.

Version number Release date Remarks

10.04.3050 2020-12-15 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3040 2020-11-19 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3031 2020-10-29 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3030 2020-09-28 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3022 2020-09-17 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

Table Continued
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Version number Release date Remarks

10.04.3021 2020-08-28 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3020 2020-08-20 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3011 2020-07-09 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.3000 2020-06-11 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.2000 2020-04-30 Released, fully supported, and
posted on the web.

10.04.1000 2020-03-12 Initial release of AOS-CX 10.04 for
the 6200 Switch Series. Released,
fully supported, and posted on
the web.

Products supported
This release applies to the following product models:

Product number Description

JL724A Aruba 6200F 24G 4SFP+ Switch

JL725A Aruba 6200F 24G Class4 PoE 4SFP+ 370W Switch

JL726A Aruba 6200F 48G 4SFP+ Switch

JL727A Aruba 6200F 48G Class4 PoE 4SFP+ 370W Switch

JL728A Aruba 6200F 48G Class4 PoE 4SFP+ 740W Switch

Compatibility/interoperability
The switch web agent supports the following web browsers:

Browser Minimum supported versions

Edge (Windows) 41

Chrome (Ubuntu) 76 (desktop)

Firefox (Ubuntu) 56

Safari (MacOS) 12

Safari (iOS) 101
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1 Version 12 is not supported

NOTE: Internet Explorer is not supported.

Recommended versions of network management software for switches found in this release note:

Management software Supported version(s)

Airwave 8.2.11.0

NetEdit 2.0.11

Aruba CX Mobile App 2.3.1

Aruba Central1 2.5.2

Network Automation 10.10, 10.11, 10.20, 10.21, 10.30, 10.40

Network Node Manager 10.10, 10.20, 10.21, 10.30, 10.40

IMC 7.3 (E0506P05)

1 Aruba Central can only be used for onboarding on AOS-CX versions of the 10.04 release. For more Central functionality,
upgrade switches to version 10.05 or greater software.

NOTE: For more information, see the respective software manuals.

Transceiver support
Transceivers supported for the first time with this version of software:

No new transceiver support

Refer to the Transceiver Guide for information on all transceivers that are supported.

Enhancements
This section lists enhancements added to this branch of the software.

Software enhancements are listed in reverse-chronological order, with the newest on the top of the list.
Unless otherwise noted, each software version listed includes all enhancements added in earlier versions.

Version 10.04.3050
No enhancements were included in version 10.04.3050.

Version 10.04.3040
Category Description

SNMP Added support for the Q-BRIDGE-MIB.
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Version 10.04.3031
Category Description

LEDs Added support for the fault LED (blinking amber) to indicate a switch storage device
failure. An event log message will also be generated when a storage device failure is
detected: Storage <type> health alert. Imminent failure expected.
Please backup data.

Hardware replacement would be necessary if the fault LED is blinking amber and the
show system resource-utilization | inc Endurance reports 100%
Endurance utilization.

SNMP Added SNMP trap support for storage health events.
1.3.6.1.2.1.16.9.1.1.1: 9103
1.3.6.1.2.1.16.9.1.1.2: Storage <type> endurance utilization at xx%
1.3.6.1.2.1.16.9.1.1.1: 9102
1.3.6.1.2.1.16.9.1.1.2: Storage <type> health alert. Imminent failure 
expected. Please backup data.

Version 10.04.3030
Category Description

Captive Portal Added support for the use of the following characters in the Captive Portal URL
string: question mark (?), colon (:), slash (/), equal sign (=), ampersand (&), period (.),
underscore (_), and hyphen (-).

Version 10.04.3022
No enhancements were included in version 10.04.3022.

Version 10.04.3021
No enhancements were included in version 10.04.3021.
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Version 10.04.3020
Category Description

Counters Added the new global option to the clear interface statistics command to
clear hardware interface statistics, allowing an administrator to permanently clear
global counters across CLI sessions.

Syntax

clear interface [<IF-NAME>|<IF-RANGE>] statistics [global]

Description

Resets interface statistics for the current session or, if the global option is selected,
across all sessions.

Command context

Any context

Authority

Administrators or local user group members with execution rights for this command.

Parameters

<IF-NAME>

Name of the interface.

<IF-RANGE>

Port identifier range.

statistics
Clear counters for the interface.

global
Clear hardware counters for the interface for all sessions.

Examples

Clear counters for interface 1/1/1:

switch> clear interface 1/1/1 statistics

Globally clear hardware counters for interface 1/1/1:

switch> clear interface 1/1/1 statistics global
Warning: clearing statistics globally will be reflected in
all CLI sessions, any agents running in the analytics engine, and
any external agents monitoring switch statistics.

Continue (y/n)? y
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Version 10.04.3011
Category Description

Authentication Added support to allow authentication using CDP/LLDP packets received on a port
when authentication is enabled on that port. This functionality can be enabled using
the new aaa authentication port-access command.

Syntax

aaa authentication port-access {allow-lldp-auth | allow-cdp-auth}

Description

Allows authentication using CDP or LLDP packets received on a port when
authentication is enabled on that port. By default, CDP and LLDP packet
authentication is turned on.

Command context

config-if

The no form of the command turns off authentication of CDP or LLDP packets which
are received on the port.

Authority

Administrators or local user group members with execution rights for this command.

Parameters

allow-lldp-auth
Allows authentication using LLDP packets.

allow-cdp-auth
Allows authentication using CDP packets.

Examples

Allow LLDP authentication for a port:

switch(config-if)# aaa authentication port-access allow-lldp-auth

Disallow CDP authentication for a port:

switch(config-if)# no aaa authentication port-access allow-cdp-
auth

CLI Added a warning message when the switch detects a reboot to a version older than
the version currently running on the switch to notify that a checkpoint restore is
recommended to ensure the correct switch is matching the older version:

WARNING: 
The switch will be downgraded from version 10.04.3011 to 
10.04.0030. 
To avoid losing incompatible configurations, restore the latest 
system 
checkpoint matching 10.04.0030 to the startup-config before 
rebooting. 
Note: When restoring a checkpoint to startup-config, do not save 
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Category Description

current 
configuration when prompted during reboot.
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Version 10.04.3000
Category Description

LLDP Added support for SVI IP addresses as LLDP management address advertisements
on Layer 2 interfaces. The updated order of preferences is:

1. The configured LLDP management-ipv4-address and management-ipv6-address.

2. The loopback IP address of lowest configured loopback interface identifier.

3. The IP address of the port in case of a Layer 3 interface or SVI IP address of the
lowest VLAN ID with an SVI attached for Layer 2 interface.

4. The OOBM IP address.

5. The base MAC address.

Supportability Improved logging, crash data, and core file generation for various instances of the
switches that experience stalls, hangs, or unexpected reboots without logging or
crash data.

ZTP Added support for ZTP via the DCHP Server option in configurations using the new
ztp force-provision command.

Syntax

ztp force-provision
no ztp force-provision

Description

Starts on-demand ZTP. The DHCP options received are processed independent of the
current state of configuration on the switch. Previous ZTP options of TFTP Server,
Image file and Configuration file are cleared and the switch sends a DHCP request.

Command context

config

Parameters

<VLAN-NUM>

Configured VLAN number.

rx
Mirror only received traffic.

tx
Mirror only transmitted traffic.

both
Mirror both received and transmitted traffic.

Authority

Administrators or local user group members with execution rights for this command.

Examples
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Category Description
switch(config)# ztp force-provision

Version 10.04.2000
Category Description

SNMP Added MIB and trap support for environmental status changes related to fans, fan
trays, and temperature sensors.

Supportability Improved logging, crash data, and core file generation for various instances of the
switches that experience stalls, hangs, or unexpected reboots without logging or
crash data.

VRRP Added MD5 authentication support for VRRP.

Version 10.04.1000
Category Features

Layer 1 Auto-negotiation, POE/POE+, IEEE 802.3bt/60W, Always-on POE, IEEE 802.3bz -
SmartRate/Multi-Gig, SmartLink, 1/10/25/50G Transceivers, Bluetooth Console,
Bluetooth Dongle Support with BLE

Layer 2/Bridging STP, STP features - Root Guard, Loop Guard etc., MSTP RSTP, Loop Protect, LAG /MC-
LAG, LACP, MVRP, LLDP, LLDP- MED, support over OOBM, CDP, LLDP Bypass,
Unidirectional Link detection (UDLD), Voice VLAN

Layer 3/Routing OSPFv2/v3, IPv4 & IPv6 Static Routing

High Availability • VSF Stacking

• In-Chassis HA

• OS Resiliency - Time-Series Database

Multicast IGMPv3, MLDv2, PIM - Sparse Mode - PIM-SM, PIM -Dense Mode - PIM-DM, Multicast
Source Discovery Protocol - MSDP

Security IEEE 802.1x, MACAuth, RADIUS, RADIUS ACL, TACACS+, Port Security, RBAC, IPv4/
IPv6ACL, DHCP/ND Snooping, Dynamic ARP Protection, Local and Downloadable User
Roles (LUR/DUR), Critical / Pre Authentication and Reject role, ClearPass Support,
Captive Portal, CoA, Device Profiling, Secure Boot, BPDU Filtering, VLAN ACL, Time-
Based ACL with NAE

QoS 802.1p, IP DSCP, Port-based QOS (Broadcast/Multicast Rate-Limiting, Queue Profiles,
DWRR & Strict scheduling, Egress Queue Shaping), Classifier-based QOS (PCP/DSCP
Remarking, Traffic Policing), COPP.

Table Continued
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Category Features

Management &
Usability/ Operator
Experience

DNS v4/v6, Syslog v4/v6, Fastboot, RMON/SFTP/SSH, SNMP, Device Profile, Local/
Remote Mirroring, Web GUI, sFlow, Dynamic action/remediation, REST API
programmability, NetEdit - Config automation, Config verification, Config validation,
Network verification, Network Validation, Easy Provisioning (ZTP/OTP), Airwave and
Central Support, Network Management Cloud App Visibility, Network Analytics
Engine, NAE- NetEdit Integration, REST API Support

Segmentation VXLAN, VRF-Lite, Dynamic Segmentation (User Based Tunnels), v6-over-v4 Tunnels,
Local and Downloadable User Roles (LUR/DUR)

Fixes
This section lists released builds that include fixes found in this branch of the software. Software fixes are
listed in reverse-chronological order, with the newest on the top of the list. Unless otherwise noted, each
software version listed includes all fixes added in earlier versions.

The Symptom statement describes what a user might experience if this is seen on the network. The Scenario
statement provides additional environment details and trigger summaries. When available, the Workaround
statement provides a workaround to the issue for customers who decide not to update to this version of
software.

NOTE: The number that precedes the fix description is used for tracking purposes.

Version 10.04.3050
Category Bug ID Description

Spanning Tree 94199 Symptom: An unexpected spanning tree topology change is displayed.

Scenario: When pushing any configuration changes through NetEdit
onto a switch that has PVST enabled on a LAG port with default port
priority, an STP topology change occurs.

Version 10.04.3040
Category Bug ID Description

RADIUS 90331 Symptom: The NAS-ID attribute in RADIUS packets are sent as
connection type instead of the switch hostname.

Scenario: When a management user remote authentication with
CPPM is performed on a switch that is a few hops away, the NAS-ID
attribute in RADIUS packets are sent as connection type instead of the
switch hostname.
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Version 10.04.3031
Category Bug ID Description

Storage 91243 Symptom: The switch reports storage failure event messages or fails
to find or initialize eMMC during reboot.

Scenario: A VSF standby or member switch or a standby management
module may report event messages similar to:

Storage mmc-type-a health alert. Imminent failure expected. 
Please backup data. 
Storage mmc-type-a endurance at xxx%. 
Storage ssd health alert. Imminent failure expected. Please 
backup data.
Storage ssd endurance at xxx%. · Storage endurance reported by 
“show system resource-utilization”

Workaround: Use the show system resource-utilization
command to check the system storage health. Hardware replacement
is necessary if the fault LED is blinking amber and the show system
resource-utilization reports 100%.

Version 10.04.3030
Category Bug ID Description

ARP 87640 Symptom: The ARP neighbor is deleted and re-added every time the
base reachable time expires.

Scenario: In an environment with Cisco Gateway Load Balancing
Protocol (GLBP) enabled, the ARP neighbor is deleted and re-added
every time the base reachable time expires.

Workaround: Configure static ARP to the master GLBP router.

ARP 88165 Symptom: There is no static neighbor entry in the ARP table.

Scenario: When a dynamic neighbor connection is broken and the
neighbor is then switched to a static neighbor, the static neighbor
does not display in the ARP table.

Workaround:

CDP 86685 Symptom: The no cdp command does not show up in the output of
the show running-config interface command.

Scenario: After configuring the switch with the no cdp command, the
configuration does not show up in the output of the show running-
config interface command.

Workaround: There is no functional impact; the no cdp command
was successful. Use the show cdp or show running-config
commands to see the CDP interface configuration.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

CLI 87625 Symptom/Scenario: When the top cpu command is executed
multiple times, the %Cpu(s) value at the top of the output is invalid
and does not change when the command is executed again.

Workaround: Execute start-shell and run the top command from
there.

Mirroring 87295 Symptom: Port mirroring causes port flap.

Scenario: When port mirroring is configured on a system with
multiple LAGs and the source and destination mirror ports are LACP-
enabled ports, port flap may be experienced on the interface.

Workaround: Set the port mirror destination to a non-LACP-enabled
interface.

REST 86920 Symptom: The queue counters for an interface show empty or
obsolete values.

Scenario: When a REST GET request to retrieve queue counters for an
interface is executed, the values come back empty or obsolete.

Workaround: Use the show interface <IFNAME> queues
command to see the correct values.

Secure Roles 88732 Symptom: Clients fail to load advanced roles.

Scenario: When using Downloadable User Roles (DUR), clients fail to
load advanced roles. The output of the show port-access client
command shows In Progress.

Workaround: Reboot the switch.

TCP Ports 88809 Symptom/Scenario: A port scan of the switch reveals an open TCP
port even though no feature associated with that port has been
enabled.

Thermal
Manager

90047 Symptom: The switch shuts down unexpectedly and stays down for
five minutes.

Scenario: Fans on the switch incorrectly report as faulted and if
enough fans report faulted, the switch shuts down after three minutes
and remains down for five minutes. After the switch is back up, the
boot history shows the reboot reason as having insufficient fans.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

User
Authentication

84774 Symptom: Unable to log into the switch through the console or SSH,
with an error message similar to error: resolving name
clearpass.reamed.us:49 Temporary failure in name
resolution.

Scenario: If console and SSH access are configured to use remote
authentication (RADIUS, TACACS) and the FQDN of the authentication
server is used rather than the server IP address to authenticate, when
the physical ethernet interface that connects to the authentication
server is removed, the switch does not fail over to local authentication,
causing an error message similar to error: resolving name
clearpass.reamed.us:49 Temporary failure in name
resolution to display.

Workaround: Do one of the following:

• Use the IP address of the authentication server rather than the
FQDN.

• Shut down the port connecting to the authentication server.

• Remove remote user authentication from the switch config.

VSF 87240 Symptom: Some VSF stack members unexpectedly reboot after a
master-standby failover event.

Scenario: When a failover event occurs from master to standby due to
any reason, some VSF member switches may also reboot.

Workaround: There is no functional impact. The VSF members
successfully rejoin the stack after their reboot.

VSF 89248 Symptom/Scenario: A VSF stack member switch takes a longer time
to reboot and join the stack after the Master and Standby switches
have completed the reboot.

Workaround: There is no functional impact. The VSF member
successfully reboots and rejoins the stack.

Version 10.04.3022
Category Bug ID Description

Web UI 91240 Symptom/Scenario: In some circumstances, the switch Web UI
becomes inaccessible.
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Version 10.04.3021
Category Bug ID Description

Supportability 81991 Symptom: Copying of support files fails.

Scenario: When attempting to extract the switch support files using
the copy support-files command, the copy may get stuck during
execution and never finish.

Workaround: Press Ctrl+C to interrupt and exit the CLI execution.

VSF 87240 Symptom: Some VSF stack members unexpectedly reboot after a
master-standby failover event.

Scenario: When a failover event occurs from master to standby, some
VSF member switches may also reboot.

Workaround: The VSF members will rejoin the stack after the reboot.

VSF 89248 Symptom/Scenario: A VSF stack member takes longer than expected
to rejoin the stack after a reboot.

Workaround: There is no functional impact. The member switch just
takes longer than expected to reboot and rejoin the stack.
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Version 10.04.3020
Category Bug ID Description

CDP 85476 Symptom: The switch incorrectly flags the severity level for event
throttling messages.

Scenario: When the switch is throttling the CDP event messages, it
incorrectly flags the throttling event severity as an informational
message instead of a debug message.

Workaround: There is no functional impact; throttling events are
expected to be debug level events.

Central 85934, 88033 Symptom: The REST process encounters periodic crashes that
generate core dump files.

Scenario: When the switch repeatedly fails to connect to the Aruba
Central Platform because it is not provisioned for Aruba Central or
there is no connectivity with Aruba Cloud or for any other reason, the
REST process encounters random crashes which generate core dump
files and automatic restarts of the process.

Workaround: If the switch is not expected to be provisioned in Aruba
Central, disable the Aruba Central service on the switch using the
aruba-central disable command. Note that the Aruba Central
service is enabled by default. You may also remove the recurrent core
dump files using the erase core-dump daemon hpe-restd
command.

Counters 87001 Symptom: The switch reboots with a critical service fault
error message.

Scenario: When the switch interface counters are repeatedly queried
from the CLI, SNMP pollers, or REST calls, the switch may encounter a
critical service fault error and reboot.

Workaround: Avoid simultaneous CLI queries for all switch interfaces
or decrease the frequency of SNMP polling and/or REST calls to five
minutes or more when counters for all switch interfaces are queried.

Counters 87734, 88272 Symptom: Interface counters jump to extremely high values, including
on interfaces that are not connected. In addition, the command show
interface error-statistics fails to provide any output.

Scenario: This issue may occur when NAE or network monitoring tools
are polling counters.

Workaround: Use other show interface commands, specifying the
interfaces of interest.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

Device Profile 85772 Symptom: The output of the show port-access device-profile
interface all command does not display the reason for a role
application failure.

Scenario: When a switch is configured without a VLAN, but a VLAN is
used in a role as a trunk VLAN, when the show port-access
device-profile interface all command is executed, the output
does not display a reason for a role application failure.

Workaround: Functionality is not affected, only the reason for the
failure is not shown. If the switch is reconfigured with a VLAN, the
failure does not occur.

Diagnostics 88046 Symptom: Memory usage on the switch unexpectedly increases.

Scenario: If the copy support-files all command is executed
and the CLI session is closed before the command completes
execution, memory usage on the switch increases.

Multicast 86714 Symptom: The switch experiences random high CPU and memory
utilization by the multicast process hpe-mgmdd.

Scenario: When there is a prolonged burst of IGMP packets, the switch
may experience high CPU-memory utilization by the hpe-mgmdd
process.

PIM 85224 Symptom: The switch fails to refresh certain mroute entries.

Scenario: If the switch receives a PIM packet with a TTL=1, the switch
will remove the mroute entry, causing periodic flooding.

QoS 85768 Symptom: The switch is unable to set certain lower maximum
bandwidths allowed on the queue.

Scenario: When configuring maximum bandwidths allowed on the
queue using the max-bandwidth command, the switch does not
accept values less than 468Kbps.

Web UI 85773 Symptom: Users cannot log into the switch using the web UI or
manage the switch using NetEdit.

Scenario: In rare conditions, the switch may receive an incomplete
response from Aruba Activate, causing the switch REST daemon to
crash and preventing users from logging in with the web UI or using
NetEdit to manage the switch.

Workaround: Disable Aruba Central support on the switch with the
aruba-central disable command.
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Version 10.04.3011
Category Bug ID Description

Spanning Tree 84066 Symptom: The PVST daemon randomly restarts.

Scenario: When a native VLAN tag is removed and added in a quick
sequence, the PVST daemon (hpe-pvstd) may randomly restart and
generate core dump files similar to:

================================================================
================================== 
Daemon Name         | Instance ID | Present    | 
Timestamp             | Build ID 
================================================================
================================== 
hpe-pvstd            10016         Yes         2020-06-03 
00:45:03      fe7fa6a 
hpe-pvstd            10022         Yes         2020-06-02 
21:49:55      fe7fa6a 
hpe-pvstd            10029         Yes         2020-06-02 
23:17:04      fe7fa6a 

Workaround: The PVST daemon will automatically restart.

Version 10.04.3000
Category Bug ID Description

Authentication 78894 Symptom: User fails to log in with a locally-configured password.

Scenario: When configuring a local user by copying the user record
information displayed from one switch running-config and pasting it
into another switch CLI which has a different export password service
configured, the user will not be able to log in.

Workaround: Use a blank (no) password to log in to the switch and
configure the user password from the CLI when using a different
export-password service than on the switch where the password
cypher was generated.

Authentication 79625 Symptom: The global MAC authentication configuration is
unintentionally removed.

Scenario: When removing MAC authentication configuration from an
interface that does not have it enabled, the switch accidentally
removes the global MAC authentication configuration. For example:

interface 1/1/1
no aaa authentication port-access mac-auth
MAC authentication is not configured on this 
interface.

Workaround: When using the interface list or range to remove the
MAC authentication configuration, exclude the interfaces that do not
have MAC authentication configured.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

Authentication 83251 Symptom/Scenario: Some 802.1X clients experience some delay in
the authentication process.

CLI 77801 Symptom/Scenario: The show interface <INTERFACE-ID>
command incorrectly increments Tx drops, and the show interface
<INTERFACE-ID> queue command incorrectly increments Tx Errors.

CoPP 77440 Symptom: The switch fails to restore a checkpoint config.

Scenario: If the switch factory default CoPP policy is modified to a
user-defined CoPP policy and applied to the switch, the switch fails to
correctly restore a checkpoint configuration that contains a factory
default CoPP policy.

Workaround: Configure and re-apply the user-defined CoPP policy
after the checkpoint restore operation is completed.

DHCP Server 81611 Symptom: The switch sends an incorrect Option 43 value.

Scenario: When the DHCP server pool is configured with Option 43 as
a hexadecimal non-colon string (for example, f1040a011067), the
switch incorrectly sends the Option 43 as an ASCII string.

Workaround: Configure Option 43 as a hexadecimal colon string (for
example, f1:04:0a:01:10:67).

LLDP 79984 Symptom: Some LLDP devices are not detected.

Scenario: LLDP neighbor devices that send the optional IEEE 802.1
SubType 4 Protocol Identity TLV are not detected as neighbors.

Mirroring 82281 Symptom: The switch crashes with an error message similar to
Reason : ops-switchd crashed.

Scenario: In rare conditions, the switch may crash when configuring a
local mirror.

PoE 83471 Symptom: The switch fails to deliver power to powered devices (PDs)

Scenario: After a switch power cycle or after resetting power on a
large number of ports, such as using a port range or list, some switch
ports fail to deliver power to the connected PDs.

Workaround: Reset power using the no power-over-ethernet and
power-over-ethernet commands on each individual affected switch
port.

Port Access 78328 Symptom: Authenticated clients are placed in the wrong VLAN.

Scenario: When an authenticated client is re-authenticating with a
different VSA-assigned VLAN, the switch may fail to update the new
assigned VLAN.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

SNMP 80273 Symptom: The switch displays an incorrect Admin status in IF-MIB
objects.

Scenario: When an interface is administratively enabled (no
shutdown), but it is not physically connected (for example, waiting
for link), the switch displays an incorrect Admin status of down in
IF-MIB objects.

Spanning Tree 78017 Symptom: Some spanning tree configurations incorrectly fail syntax
validation.

Scenario: If a long spanning tree configuration statement wraps into
multiple lines for display purposes (for example, long VLAN ID list)
when NetEdit is used to make config changes, the validation phase of
NetEdit displays the wrapped lines as failing syntax verification.

UDLD 79281 Symptom: Certain switch interfaces observe continuous UDLD state
transitions.

Scenario: On an interface configured for UDLD in verify-then-forward
(VTF) mode or with the lowest interval (200ms), when the interface is
added to a LAG interface or disabled/enabled while already a member
of a LAG interface, the UDLD status for that interface may
continuously transition between blocked and unblocked states.

Workaround: Use the default UDLD mode or increase the configured
interval (default 7000ms).

Version 10.04.2000
Category Bug ID Description

CoPP 77440 Symptom: The switch fails to restore a checkpoint config.

Scenario: If the switch factory default CoPP policy is modified to a
user-defined CoPP policy and applied to the switch, the switch fails to
correctly restore a checkpoint configuration that contains a factory
default CoPP policy.

Workaround: Configure and re-apply the user-defined CoPP policy
after the checkpoint restore operation is completed.

Fans 74815 Symptom/Scenario: The switch event log continuously records events
indicating fan faults oscillating between fault and OK states.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

IGMP 75153 Symptom: Unknown multicast packets get flooded on incorrect
VLANs.

Scenario: The primary VSX switch fails to synchronize certain IGMP
global configurations (such as drop-unknown IGMP snooping filters)
to the secondary VSX switch, resulting in unknown multicast packets
being flooded on incorrect VLANs.

Workaround: Manually configure the missing IGMP global
configuration on the secondary VSX switch. For example, configure the
drop-unknown on the secondary switch with the same options as
those on the primary VSX switch.

Logging 77788 Symptom/Scenario: Switch event logs become flooded with repeated
messages similar to systemd[1]: Starting Update lsyncd
status....

MAC Lockout 56153 Symptom/Scenario: The switch fails REST and Web UI operations for
MAC lockout, such as adding, removing, and listing locked MAC
addresses.

Workaround: Use the mac-lockout <MAC-ADDR> command to add,
remove, or list locked MAC addresses.

Mirroring 76051 Symptom: The switch fails to copy packet captures saved to a local file
from a mirror-to-cpu session when using diag utilities tshark
[file] command.

Scenario: The switch fails to transfer the packet capture file to a
remote server using the copy tshark-pcap <REMOTE-URL> [vrf
<VRF-NAME>] command and returns an error similar to Couldn't
open local file [file] for reading: Permission denied.

Workaround: Use mirror-to-session to dump the packet capture to
the console instead of a file.

Multicast 74743 Symptom: The switch reports high CPU utilization for the hpe-mgmdd
daemon.

Scenario: When a port is moved out of a LAG interface which is a
member of a VLAN with IGMP snooping enabled and moved into
another VLAN with IGMP disabled, the switch CPU may experience
high utilization by the hpe-mgmdd daemon.

Workaround: Enable and disable IGMP snooping (ip igmp
snooping {enable | disable}) on the VLAN where the respective
port was moved to.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

Neighbor
Discovery

76914 Symptom: The switch event logs are flooded with neighbor allocation
error messages.

Scenario: If neighbor creation fails in the local VSX device, the switch
may flood the event log with debug messages, incorrectly flagged as
error messages, similar to:

nd_nbr|ERR|[nd-nbr] nd_nbr_alloc_and_init_fsm - 
neighbor <IP_ADDRESS> same
as own PORT IP Ignoring neighbor alloc request

Physical Port 69190 Symptom: The switch experiences a brief loop in the network during
reboot.

Scenario: While a network loop is present, detected and blocked by
the appropriate protocol, such as spanning tree, the switch can
experience a brief period of network loop during reboot of a VSX
member.

PIM 75207 Symptom: The switch experiences a sustained high CPU utilization by
the PIM daemon.

Scenario: When the switch processes a multicast packet with TTL <=1,
the switch may experience high CPU utilization by the PIM daemon.

RADIUS 75396 Symptom: The switch fails RADIUS dynamic authorization.

Scenario: When ip source-interface radius <IPV4-ADDR> is
configured, a CoA ACK packet may be sent by the switch from the
wrong source address.

Workaround: Configure the RADIUS server to allow the switch IP
address through which the RADIUS server is reached.

REST 76545, 78483 Symptom/Scenario: The switch returns errors when performing GET
operations on interfaces while specifying attributes.

Table Continued
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Category Bug ID Description

SNMP 41309 Symptom: The switch does not display the IP address in the MIB
object name.

Scenario: When reading the IP Translation Table OID
ipNetToPhysicalTable, the switch does not display the IP address
in the MIB object name.

Workaround: Use an option to parse all the files in the MIB repository,
available for your SNMP tool, to get the object IDs in string (human-
readable) form. For example, snmpwalk -m ALL.

Spanning Tree 75269 Symptom: The switch fails to enable spanning tree on some VLANs.

Scenario: When enabling RPVST on a range of VLANs, the switch will
fail to enable spanning-tree on any of the VLANs input if one or more
of the VLANs in the specified range is already enabled for RPVST. The
switch displays the warning message STP instance for one or
more VLANs already exists.

Workaround: When configuring RPVST on a range of VLANs, exclude
VLANs already enabled for RPVST.

Issues and workarounds
The following are known open issues with this branch of the software.

The Symptom statement describes what a user might experience if this is seen on the network. The Scenario
statement provides additional environment details and trigger summaries. When available, the Workaround
statement provides a workaround to the issue.
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Version 10.04.3050
Category Bug ID Description

ACLs 68878 Symptom: The switch fails to create ACL log messages.

Scenario: In a VSF stack, the switch may fail logging for the matching
access-list entries, causing the switch to generate an error similar to
List and seq# unknown....

Workaround: The ACL functionality is not impacted and the access-list
entries are applied properly. This is just an incorrect log message.

Authentication 79625 Symptom: The global MAC authentication configuration is
unintentionally removed.

Scenario: When removing MAC authentication configuration from an
interface that does not have it enabled, the switch accidentally
removes the global MAC authentication configuration. For example:

interface 1/1/1
no aaa authentication port-access mac-auth
MAC authentication is not configured on this 
interface.

Workaround: When using the interface list or range to remove the
MAC authentication configuration, exclude the interfaces that do not
have MAC authentication configured.

Counters 94723 Symptom/Scenario: Interface Tx drop counts may increment when a
port transitions to down with traffic in flight to that port.

Workaround: Clear the interface statistics.

ICMP Redirect 86208 Symptom: The switch sends duplicate ICMP packets.

Scenario: In a VSX topology with ICMP redirect enabled, the switch
may incorrectly duplicate redirected ICMP packets.

Workaround: Disable the ICMP redirect feature.

VRF 72044 Symptom: The switch fails to program routes for some VRFs.

Scenario: When configuring multiple VRFs with names matching up to
the first 31 characters, the switch fails to correctly program some
route entries.

Workaround: Configure VRF names with less than 31 characters.
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Feature caveats
Feature Description

CMF No other checkpoint besides "startup-configuration" gets migrated
during the upgrade process.

CMF Downgrades not supported.

Counters A small number of dropped counters may be observed on
interfaces that are in the down state.

Multicast and VXLAN Multicast routing with VXLAN is not supported.

RADIUS Authorization by means of HPE VSAs not supported.

REST REST supports the 'admin' and 'operator' roles but does not work
with TACACS+ command authorization.

REST With the exception of ACLs and VLANs, REST APIs using POST/PUT/
DELETE are not validated before performing the function.
Therefore, to avoid unintended results or side effects, HPE
recommends testing the API write action first.

Classifiers For Classifier policy modifications to be secure, HPE strongly
encourages modifications be done as a two step process: Bring
down the port and then modify.

Classifiers Policies containing both MAC and IPv6 classes are not allowed.

Upgrade information
Version 10.04.3050 uses ServiceOS ML.01.05.0001.

WARNING: If the switch has the always-on PoE feature enabled, during the upgrade to this
version of software, PoE Powered Devices (PDs) will lose power from the switch as the switch
will power cycle during the update. Plan a time for upgrading the switch when loss of power to
the PDs attached to the switch can be mitigated.

IMPORTANT: Do not interrupt power to the switch during this important update.

IMPORTANT: To restore a previous configuration when downgrading to a previous version of
software, follow these steps:

1. Use the show checkpoint list all command to see the saved checkpoints and ensure
that you have a checkpoint that is an exact match of the target software version (see the
Image Version column in the output of the command, for example, ML.10.04.3000).

This checkpoint can be the startup-config-backup automatically created during the initial
upgrade or any other manually created checkpoint for the target software version.

2. Copy the backup checkpoint into the startup-config.

3. Boot the switch to the target version (lower version), making sure to select no when
prompted to save the current configuration.
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NOTE: Some Network Analytics Engine (NAE) scripts may not function properly after an
upgrade. HPE recommends deleting existing NAE scripts before an upgrade and then
reinstalling the scripts after the upgrade. For more information, see the Network Analytics Engine
Guide.
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A Security Bulletin is the first published notification of security vulnerabilities and is the only communication
vehicle for security vulnerabilities.

• Fixes for security vulnerabilities are not documented in manuals, release notes, or other forms of product
documentation.

• A Security Bulletin is released when all vulnerable products still in support life have publicly available
images that contain the fix for the security vulnerability.

The Aruba security policy can be found at https://www.arubanetworks.com/en-au/support-services/
sirt/. Security bulletins can be found at https://www.arubanetworks.com/en-au/support-services/
security-bulletins/.

Security Bulletin subscription service
You can sign up at https://sirt.arubanetworks.com/mailman/listinfo/security-
alerts_sirt.arubanetworks.com to initiate a subscription to receive future Aruba Security Bulletin alerts via
email.

Chapter 2
Aruba security policy
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